
 

 

 

Feature Description 

Operational: flexible assessment design 

flexible deadline setting instructors can set their own submission and reviewing deadlines 

flexible submission and 
reviewing 

authors can be everyone in the class or one member from each 
group; reviewers can be individuals or specified groups 

submissions can be in a range 
of different forms 

instructors can specify what file type students should upload; 
multiple files can be uploaded 

equal number of reviews instructors can specify how many submissions each student should 
review 

group submissions instructors can specify group membership, and individual students 
can submit on behalf of a group 

flexible rubric definition instructors can define their own rubric of any length, using radio 
buttons and/or comment boxes 

manual review allocations instructors can manually change the allocations at any time 

extensions  the deadline for submission and review can be extended for 
specified students 

within tag extensions the deadline for within-tag submission and review can be extended 
for specified students, while specifying the expected tag 

upload submissions instructors can upload the set of all submissions for a class 

upload file in rubric reviewers can upload a file into their rubric as part of their review 

within team reviewing students can be placed in teams so that each student only reviews 
submissions from within their own team 

between tag extensions the deadline for between-tag submission and review can be 
extended for specified students, while specifying the expected tag 

ordering of viewing instructors can specify which order students review their peers' 
submissions 

Operational: monitoring 

identifying errant students information about students who have not yet submitted or who 
have missed extension deadlines is highlighted to the instructor 

monitoring empty or 
incomplete reviews 

instructors can see which students have submitted incomplete 
reviews 

monitor reviewing throughout the course of the assignment, instructors can see who 
has submitted, and who has completed their reviews 

monitor reading of reviews after the review deadline, instructors can see who has read their 
reviews 

export the 'monitor review' 
page information 

instructors can export the information on who has completed 
reviews and who has read their own reviews 

impersonating student instructors can impersonate a student so that they can see exactly 
what a student sees (and can act on behalf of that student if 
necessary) 

Operational: encouraging good student behaviour 

submitting correct file type if a student tries to upload a file of the wrong type, the system will 
highlight this 

completing reviews if a student tries to submits an incomplete review, the system will 
highlight this 

restricting access to reviews Instructors can specify that only those students who have done 
some or all of their reviews are able to see the feedback on their 
own submission 



 

 

Operational: fairness to students 

read submission before 
reviewing 

students are unable to review a submission until they have accessed 
it - either by downloading it, or accessing an on-screen version 

reviewer anonymity students never know who their reviewers are 

within-tag allocations students can tag their submissions by topic, and will only review 
submissions on the same topic 

restricted reviewing reviewers can be everyone in the class, or only those who uploaded 
a submission 

allocation priorities students are always allocated to the same number of submissions to 
review as their peers 

Pedagogy: Quantitative feedback 

radio button sets in rubric different sets of radio buttons in a rubric are demarcated by colour 
when separated by a horizontal line 

marks allocated to radio 
buttons 

mark values can be allocated to each option in a radio button list in 
the rubric 

aggregate marks marks given by students using radio buttons are aggregated, and 
made available to instructors 

download marks marks given by students using radio buttons are aggregated, and can 
be downloaded in a spreadsheet 

highlight discrepancies marks given by students using radio buttons are aggregated, and 
reviewers whose marks are out of line with others are highlighted 

Pedagogy: graduate attributes 

response to reviewers students can write a response to their peer-reviewers 

self-review students can use the reviewing rubric to review their own work 

review marking (by students) students can provide feedback on the quality of reviews 

review marking (by tutors) tutor markers can provide feedback on the quality of reviews 

download submissions and 
reviews 

instructors can access submissions together with all their reviews 

only comments are revealed  if an instructor wishes students to focus on qualitative comments, 
quantitative responses are suppressed 

calibrate opinion with other 
reviews 

students see the reviews from other students on the submissions 
that they themselves reviewed 

non-student authors students can review artefacts submitted by an instructor, so as to 
gain experience and training in the review process 

review locking students can 'lock' their reviews when complete, allowing 
immediate access to reviews of their own work 

Pedagogy: innovation 

standard survey the Examples Class that all new instructors are given guest access to 
includes a standard Aropä survey that elicits feedback on the 
students' experiences of peer-review 

Pedagogy: plagiarism 

between-tag allocations students can tag their submissions by topic, and will only review 
submissions on topics other than their own 

Pedagogy: the ‘right’ feedback 

tutor review of submissions some users are given special 'tutor marker' status, which allows 
them to login and review individual student submissions, using the 
student reviewing interface. 

tutor review of group 
submissions 

some users are given special 'tutor marker' status, which allows 
them to login and review group submissions, using the student 
reviewing interface. 

images in rubrics rich text and images can be used in the rubric, typically used to 
specify a model solution 

Administration: effort reduction 



 

 

WYSIWYG rubric editor the rubric editor shows exactly what the reviewers will see when 
writing their reviews 

automatic allocations allocations between authors and reviewers are created 
automatically after the submission deadline: no intervention from 
the instructor is necessary 

copying a class classes can be copied in their entirety for use in the following year 

group upload information about groups can be uploaded from text files, or from 
other assignments 

integration with Moodle links to Aropä from Moodle do not require additional authentication 
(Glasgow University only) 

reusing rubrics instructors can upload and use previously defined rubrics 

class list upload class lists can be accessed directly from an institutional LMS 
(Glasgow University only) 

Administration: easy administration 

class instructor ownership instructors can give other people access to their Aropä classes (as 
instructors or guests) 

persistent data instructors always have access to their classes, even those from 
previous years 

deleting assignment instructors can delete assignments, together with submissions and 
reviews 

file size limit the file size limit for submissions is increased approximately every 
two years on request 

images in submission 
instructions 

rich text and images can be used in the submission instructions, 
typically used to specify assignment requirements 

Administration: high usability 

access code instructors can set an 'access code' for a class, as a one-time 
password for students' initial login 

setting password instructors can reset students' passwords, and can set passwords for 
people with tutor, guest or instructor role within their class 

time zones the times specified on the user interface are always shown in local 
time 

 
Adapted from: Purchase, H. and Hamer, J. (2018) Perspectives on peer-review: eight years of 
Aropä. Assessment and Evaluation in Higher Education, 43(3), pp. 473-487.  

 


